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"Laura performed in two capacities during our tenure together. She wrote blogs for US- 
based law firms on a weekly basis for almost 2 years. Laura was also a Program Manager 
for enterprise clients that required her to manage writing projects including recruiting 
writers, managing their workflow, meeting deadlines and overall project/content 
management. Laura is extremely positive, very business savvy and can prioritize large 
volumes of work. She has the ability to handle tough situations with the utmost 
professionalism and keeps the client and team at the forefront. I highly recommend 
Laura for any content management project as either a contributor or as a manager. She 
is absolutely fabulous!!" 
Dawn Dasburg 

"I recommend Laura for many reasons. The most important reason is she understands 
marketing, buyer personas and realizes that effective writing skills are all about making 
her client more money by connecting with their buyers through her skill set. It is 
extremely rare to find a flawless writer who is also an expert in marketing. If she gets 
you on the phone you better be prepared to succumb to her personality and intellect. 
Just get her on the phone for a 15- minute call and if you can come up with one reason 
not to hire her I will send you a gift card to my favorite burrito joint Chipotle for $25. 
LOL! Hope we get to work again together soon Laura!" 
JC Cavanaugh 

"Excellent experience working with Laura. Laura is an expert writer and editor. She 
delivers before deadline, error-free, with little need for additional edits. Laura is always 
professional. I hope to continue working with Laura. She is definitely recommended." 
Nathan Chowilawu  

"I have worked with Laura for years. Her writing is always relevant, interesting, and 
delivered as promised. The subjects she writes about for my business can be 
complicated, but she has handled them all with ease. Strongly recommend her work for 
writing projects." 
Robert Hetsler 

Client Reviews



"Laura has many talents, writing, project and process management and resource 
management. We are fortunate to have her on our team!" 
Law firm 

"Great writer and responsive! I am keeping her in my wheelhouse as a secret 
content weapon! I'm a good writer.... unfortunately, I hate doing it and it is taxing. 
I can only say that she can probably do double the work in half the time and it's 
just as good and better than anything I write. She is a godsend for people like me 
who need to focus on and leverage their other (more enjoyable) skills." 
Law firm manager 

"Laura is a sure bet right out of the gate. She brings experience, skill, and drive to 
the table and her work will wow your socks off. We will use Laura as a lead writer 
on our most important projects whenever she is available." 
Legal client 

"Wow! I cannot thank Laura enough for catching some major mistakes I didn't 
even know existed with my website copy! Her legal knowledge proved invaluable! 
Liked her so much I decided to team up with her on future business 
collaborations. Can't thank you enough, Laura!" 
Legal consultant 

"Highly recommended! I gave her tough content to improve on a short deadline 
and she did well! Thanks!" 
Legal firm 

"I would utilize Laura's services again no question. Not only did she provide a 
cohesive outline she worked in advance of all milestones and delivered a great 
project. A++ service!!" 
Legal firm manager 


